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STORAGE & HANDLING:
Keep out of reach of children. Product is intended for industrial use only. 
Keep container closed when not in use. Wear protective goggles and 
gloves when transferring or handling product. Protect from freezing.
Do not store in areas of high temperature or direct sunlight. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
Appearance: Slightly viscous brown liquid
Odor: Slight with product specific key notes
Flash Point (CC): Not applicable
Freezing Point (°C): -0°C / 32°F

The information presented in this technical data 
sheet is believed to be reliable. This information 
is provided as representative only and there are 
no warranties, expressed or implied, regarding 
its performance. Since neither distributor nor 
manufacturer has any control over handling, 
storage, use and application conditions, they are 
not responsible for any claims, liabilities, damages, 
costs or expenses of any kind arising out of or in 
any way connected with the handling, storage or 
use of the product described.

BIO-KEY 830F Clean & Green
Foaming Topical Odor NeutralizerPerformance 

Advantages 

Bio-Key 830F combines 
Bektra’s newest odor inhibiting 
technologies in a formula 
offering a rich, long lasting 
foam for maximum at source 
retention and treatment.

Bio-Key 830F is a penetrating foam odor neutralizing concentrate that 
cleans and prevents offensive odors in one easy step. It contains powerful 
detergents, to break up heavy soils and grease, natural bio-stimulants to 
deactivate odor producing mechanisms, and non-aldehyde odor elimination 
technology that has been optimized for reducing amines, terpenes and 
thiols.  The concentrated formula is ideal for treating large surface areas 
that are heavily soiled with organics. 

DIRECTION FOR USE:
Dilute Bio-Key 830F with water at 1:25 for more heavily soiled surfaces or 
1:64 for conventional treatment. Apply 830F using a foam gun or pressure 
spray unit to help reduce application time and increase efficiency.  Designed 
for easy use, apply 830F and let stand – rinsing is not necessary. 

PACKAGING:
BKT830-0016  4X4L   (4 x 1.06 gal)   17kg.     (38 lbs.)
BKT830-0020  20L        (5.3 gal pail)    22kg.     (48 lbs.) 
BKT830-0200 200L      (53 gal drums)    216kg.   (476 lbs.)

COMMON AREA OF USE:
Trash room floors, bins & chutes
Trash tipping floors and landfill 
Dog runs, kennels and vets
Agri-food Processing
Composting
Material Recovery Facilities 


